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INTRODUCTION

We’ve introduced fair value reports to help portal subscribers
understand the value their product’s are providing for
consumers. 

We split our analysis into three sections: 

1) Product
2) Price
3) Service

We use our unique customer experience and product ratings to
compare products to market averages.

To see your fair value report just click on the product
benchmarking report shown below and choose your brand.

After clicking into the reports and selecting the sector you’re
interested in you’ll see a list of products with a summary of
their scores.
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PRODUCT ANALYSIS

We benchmark each provider’s product features against the
wider industry to produce a score. This allows provider’s to see
if their features are better than others.

We group features into one of three categories, primary,
secondary and tertiary. The scores for each feature within a
group are averaged to give a score each category.
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PRODUCT ANALYSIS

We show a breakdown of the score for each product feature.

A feature with the best level in the market will score 100%, a
feature with the worst level will score 0%. 

The bars on the right visualise the product’s performance
relative to the market.
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SERVICE ANALYSIS

We also use our unique customer experience ratings to
analyse service quality. 

We poll over 10,000 financial service customers every 6 months
to generate a range of scores, including happiness and trust.

We also have a team of researchers who mystery shop
hundreds of products to analyse how transparent key
information is during a product journey. 
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PRICE ANALYSIS

For sectors where we
have price data we also
benchmark products
against the rest of the
market. 

This enables you to
quickly see if your prices
are higher or lower than
the market. 

When combined with our
product analysis this can
be a powerful tool to
help you understand if
your products are
offering fair value.
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BENCHMARKING

Through our product benchmarking tool you can see a table of
all the products in the sector, ranked by our
comprehensiveness score. 

We weight the primary, secondary and tertiary feature scores
to give our overall comprehensiveness score. 

Primary features are weighted 65% of the overall score,
secondary features 25% and tertiary 10%. 
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INTRODUCTION

You can filter by specific brands and product features to get to
what you need. 

If you don’t want to miss anything, sign up to email updates for
whichever sectors, brands and features matter to you. 

Our market changes feature allows you to see when changes
are made to any feature of the products we have rated.
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Click on ‘Tools’ in the
toolbar at the top of the
Portal and then on
‘Market changes’ to load
it up.

Market Changes



HOW TO
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First select the sector and product type you’re interested in. 

If you want to see all changes then you can leave the brands
and features options blank. 

If it’s specific brands and features that you’re interested in
then you can type those into the brands and features search
bars shown below. 

You can then name your report and save it so you can view
those same selections anytime you login to the portal.

Market Changes



EMAIL ALERTS

By clicking the ‘Get email alerts’ button
you’ll receive an email outlining any market
changes within your customised report. 
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You’ll receive an email on
each day that features
within your selected
criteria change.

Market Changes



OUTPUT

After running your search, the relevant changes will appear in
a table which can be viewed within the Portal.
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USE CASES

Want to see if your competitors are responding to interest
rate changes quicker than you?

Or maybe you want to know if insurance cover limits are
increasing?

The market changes feature lets you stay on top of all market
developments and helps you to respond quickly. 
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INTRODUCTION

Our jargon checker feature allows you to test your documents
for jargon. 

Complex words make it difficult for customers to understand
documents. Brands that use too much jargon also get marked
down in our transparency ratings.

This tool lets you quickly assess your key documents for jargon
and compare them against the rest of the market.
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Click on ‘Tools’ in the toolbar
at the top of the Portal and
then on ‘Jargon checker’ to
load it up.

Jargon Checker



HOW TO
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First select your brand and the product type you’re analysing. 

Then select the type of document, for example a policy
wording and upload your file. 

Make sure the file is a PDF or Microsoft Word document.

Click ‘Run jargon check’ and you’ll get your results.

Jargon Checker
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The jargon checker will show you a score for the document
from ‘poor’ to ‘excellent’. 

The jargon checker will also show you a list of some of the
most complex jargon in the document.

OUTPUT
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USE CASES

Want to see why your transparency score is low in our
customer experience ratings? It could be because of jargon in
your documents. 

The tool is a great guide to show you how much jargon your
documents have. 

If it doesn’t score well we can offer consultancy services to
help get your document up to scratch.
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CONSULTANCY SERVICES
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We offer consultancy services like document rewrites to help
improve documents.

 We’ll work with you to simplify the document by removing
jargon, using more conversational tone and reducing the
reading grade. 

If you’re interested in this or other comms solutions please get
in touch: 

George Johnston
Head of Business Development
07498489599
georgej@fairerfinance.com

Jargon Checker



INTRODUCTION

Our insight portal has ratings for over 6000 products across 27
sectors covering both banking and insurance. 

We create scoring criteria known as red lines for each sector
and assess products against these red lines. Products are
scored between one and five stars.

Only products that pass every red line get a rare five star
rating. 

We set red lines for the most important product features,
based on market averages and customer needs.

Red lines are reviewed annually or when there are significant
market changes. 
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Product Ratings

Number of products
covered:

Number of sectors
covered:

276000+



PORTAL

The product ratings for your brand will be listed within your
brands page on the portal. 

Search for your brand from the dashboard and the option to
see your product ratings will be on the right of your screen. 

Just click ‘view the ratings’ to get started.
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PORTAL

The next page will show you all the different sectors we have
ratings in for your brand and a summary of the star ratings.

Click view ratings and you’ll see a list of every product we’ve
rated in that sector under any relevant sub-sector headings.

Product Ratings
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RATINGS

If you click into any rating you’ll see a list of all the data
points we’ve collected for that product type. 

You’ll also be able to see which product features are red
lines, if the product passed and what the pass requirements
are. 

Clicking on the question mark next to each feature will give a
more detailed explanation of what that feature is showing.

Product Ratings



Alongside each product feature you’ll see the market average
and a bar showing how that particular product does relative to
the other products in the sector.
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FEATURES

Clicking the ‘Compare’ button will show you a graph with the
values for that product feature for each product in the sector.

Product Ratings



Near the top of the product screen you’ll see two switches that
can help you understand our ratings better. 

The ‘Show weighting’ switch lets you see how much of the
overall rating each red line makes up. 

The other switch lets you hide all the non red line features so
the most important ones can be easily identified.
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FEATURES

Product Ratings
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COMPARE FEATURE

At the top of the product page you’ll see a search bar. This lets
you bring up other products in the sector and compare the
values for each feature alongside your product. 

This is great for directly comparing your products with
competitors and seeing where you out perform them or fall
short. 

You can also download your customised tables and save them
for later.

Product Ratings



INTRODUCTION

Customer satisfaction
Customer trust
Customer claims satisfaction (for insurance)
Net Promoter Score (NPS)
Customer perceptions of value for money
Customer perceptions of a provider's digital capability
Customer loyalty (likelihood to switch in the next 12
months)

Communication clarity
Communication ease of understanding
Communication tailoring
Communication informing decisions

Every six months we poll a representative sample of 10,000
financial services customers through our polling partner
Opinium. 

If a provider meets our sample size threshold (41), we add
their data on the following metrics to the Insight Portal:

For banking sectors we also include metrics from customer
opinions on: 
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DEMOGRAPHICS

Gender
Age
Region

The portal lets you see the demographic breakdown for the
responses to each of our polling questions, according to:
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REASONS FOR SATISFACTION

You can also get polling data on why customers are satisfied
with you and why they picked you. You can compare your
results with your competitors and the market average.

Polling Data



MYSTERY SHOPPING

Every six months, our researchers mystery shop hundreds of
products in banking and insurance to assess how transparent
providers' purchase journeys are.

Through our Insight Portal you can get our feedback on your
purchase journey, see best practice in the sector, and learn
how to improve transparency and accessibility. You can also
see how to rise in our transparency league table. 

This feedback is especially valuable in light of the FCA
Consumer Duty's emphasis on customer understanding.
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MYSTERY SHOPPING

We assess how clear important product information, like key
fees or cover limits, is made during the purchase journey.

We also assess how accessible the website design is and look at
font size and the use of jargon. 

For each question in our purchase journey analysis you can see
a breakdown of how other brands in the sector are performing. 
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DOCUMENT ANALYSIS

Alongside our purchase journey analysis we also do a
document analysis on policy wordings or terms and conditions
documents.

The Insight Portal gives you feedback on your documents,
reveals how you can improve their language and design, and
shows how you can better your position in our terms and
conditions transparency league table.
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DOCUMENT ANALYSIS

We analyse seven criteria, split between document design
features and language features. 

You can see the requirements for top marks in each of the
criteria as well as the trend in scoring in the portal. 
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INTRODUCTION

Our product feature comparison tool allows you to see the
market averages for key product features.

The best and worst performers are also displayed, along with
any specific brands you’re interested in.
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Click on ‘Tools’ in the
toolbar at the top of the
Portal and then on ‘Product
feature comparison’ to load
it up.

Product Feature
Comparison



HOW TO
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First select the sector and product type you’re interested in. 

This will bring up a table with the market averages for the key
features of that product type. 

If you want to see a specific product compared alongside the
averages you can type it into the search bar, shown below.

Product Feature
Comparison



OUTPUT
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All the information is displayed in a table, like the one shown
below.

Product Feature
Comparison



USE CASES

The product features comparison tool is great for helping you
understand where your own products are relative to the
market, and those of your closest competitors. 

It allows you to quickly see and compare all the most
important features in your sector.
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Data Explorer

INTRODUCTION

Our data explorer feature allows subscribers to explore our
extensive data by creating multiple custom filters to tailor data
insights to their needs.
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You can filter by product features and by our customer
experience ratings scores. 

The data is displayed in a table and can be downloaded to
excel with a single click.

Click on ‘Tools’ in the toolbar at
the top of the Portal and then
on ‘Data explorer’ to load it up.
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FILTERS

The data explorer allows users to filter data from any sector by
our customer experience rating scores and/or by product
features. 

We have over 20 unique scores that feed into our customer
experience ratings, such as polling on customer trust or value
for money. Users can choose any one of them and combine
them to get the data they need.

The product features filter includes a ‘change window’ option,
allowing you to see only products that have changed value
within a certain period of time.

Data Explorer
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RUNNING A SEARCH

Running a search is simple. 

Select your product group and type, add your filters and just
click ‘Run search’. 

Data Explorer
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OUTPUT

After running your search, the data will appear in a table which
can be viewed within the Portal or downloaded onto excel.

Data Explorer
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USE CASES

Want to see which of your competitors has raised their interest
rates in the past 2 weeks? 

Or maybe you’re interested in the cover levels of the brands in
your sector with the happiest customers?

The millions of filter combinations mean that you can see the
data you need with just a few clicks. 

Data Explorer



INTRODUCTION

We have extensive product ratings covering insurance and
banking sectors where we give every product a rating from 1 to
5 stars. 

We complete our customer experience ratings twice a year.
They include polling of customers, transparency analysis and
FOS complaints scoring.

You can see all our ratings tables easily from inside the portal. 
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Click on ‘Ratings Tables’ in the
toolbar at the top of the
Portal and then select either
product ratings or customer
experience ratings.

Ratings Tables



PRODUCT RATINGS TABLES

You can see which products are awarded our highest 5 star
rating and quickly navigate to them by clicking ‘view’ to get
details on that product.
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CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE RATINGS TABLES

The customer experience ratings table allows you to see the full
list of scores for each sector in our customer experience
ratings. 

You can see which brands were awarded gold, silver and bronze
ribbons and what their scores were. 

By clicking on the ‘More details’ button you can navigate to that
customer experience rating and dive into detail on the different
components of the score.

Ratings Tables



INTRODUCTION

Polling data from a representative sample of over 10,000
financial service customers.
FOS complaints data.
Transparency analysis from mystery shopping product
journeys.
Document analysis on terms and conditions documents or
policy wordings.

Every six months we complete our customer experience
ratings. 

These ratings combine different data sources and analysis
techniques to give a score for customer experience. 

The ratings include: 

The best performers in each sector get awarded a gold ribbon,
while other good performers are awarded silver and bronze
ribbons.

We also have ribbons for the strongest performers in each
section of our analysis.
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ENDORSEMENTS

Brands can show off their strong performance and customer
experience credentials by buying an endorsement from us. 

This will allow you to display our ribbon on your products,
letting customers to know that you’re backed by an
independent ratings agency.

Some brands that currently use our customer experience
endorsements include:
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We work out who gets gold, silver and bronze ribbons by using a
normal distribution of the overall customer experience scores in
each sector. 

This means the number of ribbons awarded each wave changes,
but there will always be some brands getting gold, silver and
bronze ribbons.

HOW WE DECIDE ON RIBBONS
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OTHER ENDORSEMENTS

As well as our gold, silver and bronze ribbons we have ribbons
for brands that perform exceptionally in each section of our
analysis. 

Through our polling data we find out what customers think
about different aspects of a brands performance. We can then
see data points such as which brand has the happiest
customers or which brands customers are most likely to
recommend it. The top performers in each section are able to
get additional ribbons.

If you’re eligible for one of these endorsements you’ll see a
notification on your brand’s customer experience ratings page
in the portal. 
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OTHER ENDORSEMENTS LIST

Happiest Customers
Most Trusted
Best Digital Experience
Most Recommended
Most Transparent
Best Complaints Handler

The list of potential extra endorsements includes the following: 
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To learn more about our endorsements and consultancy
services please contact:

George Johnston
Head of Business Development
07498489599
georgej@fairerfinance.com

GET IN TOUCH
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Insight Portal

TRY IT OUT

To see if you qualify for a ribbon and to explore our data go to: 

https://insight.fairerfinance.com/


